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About This Game

 In Drink Pro Tycoon you can create company of your dreams and dominate world drink industry. Produce best drinks and
make best advertisement campaigns. Research the latest technologies and market your drinks in the best way.

 Set up new factories all over the Europe. Upgrade them and decide everything about your workers. Their salaries, work
hours and even workloads.

 Decide everything for your drinks. Make the most addictive Soda by using caffeine or make the most sour Lemonade. Also
you might produce the first Ice Tea in the World for proper investments. This is all up to you.

 You have to pay attention your character skills for making a good advertising film, which introduces your company to the
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World. With the higher appearance and fame skills, you could make better advertising but making a good advertising film is not
enough by itself, you also should publish them on TV to increase your renown.

 Enter a tough race with other companies to make yours beverages the best-selling. Research the latest drink technologies to
stay in that race.

 Try newest and unique game mechanics which are available through the researches which you have completed.

 Start a beverage production company in the 70's.
 Create best and unique beverage formulas.

 Research new technologies which bring new mechanics to the game.
 Set up new factories and upgrade them.

 Make the most effective advertising campaigns.
 Set everything in your factories.

 Use different map modes.
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oyun aciliyor ses geliyor ama goruntu gelmiyor ekrana yardimci olur musnuz. I really want to like this game, it has promise BUT
I dont understand what im supposed to be doing, i have started 4 new games and die within the first 12 months each time
playing on easy. The tutorial doesnt make much sense as none of the buttons it tells you to press match what the buttons actually
say, for example when starting first production one of the things it tells you to do is click on production tab and type how many
bottles you want to sell (or something along those lines) and no where in the production tab can i type anything (there isnt even
any numbers or anything that looks like a production amount). I know the tutorial has been improved once but unfortunately still
isnt up to scratch. Playing the first 6 months, releasing one drink and then dieing and having to start again multiple times is no
fun.. The game lacks polish. I have played several browser games that are much more well developed than this game. The
tutorial is a joke as well and doesn't really show you what is going on.. I am a very nice reviewer, I give a lot of credit to a lot of
okay games. This one I can't in good faith say it's worth anything. It's sad but the mechanics are broken, the failure is always
quick, and the growth is impossible. Developer, your heart is in the right place, your product isn't.
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